Why ﬁt in?
You were born to

Stand Out!
Dr. Seuss

Whether you

Think you can
or
Think you can’t

You are right!
Henry Ford

A website application to
support young people to

Think • Believe • Be their best

www.be-zing.com
hello@be-zing.com

The word ‘Zinger’ means an outstanding person, and Zing
represents energy, enthusiasm and liveliness in all that we
do. We believe every person is outstanding and the aim
is to help find the unique qualities that make us stand out
and feel special.
The Be-Zing app works simultaneously on both the Zinger
and Supporters’ smartphones, tablets, desktops and laptops. The Supporter’s role is to encourage the Zinger
through their journey, helping make their goals and dreams
possible. By having the encouragement of the Supporter,
the Zinger is more likely to set and achieve their goals, as
they feel someone else is supporting their choices and
making them accountable for their actions and personal
development.
Be-Zing helps the Zinger develop a growth mindset, and
overcome limiting beliefs through repetition of their empowering personal statement, and the completion of challenging goals. This fosters a strong sense of pride and
self esteem, as well as developing perseverance, determination and discipline.
Be-Zing records all the Zingers greatest achievements
and future wishes, with motivational words of encouragement along the way, which in turn creates an ongoing CV
of their life, giving them a clear direction, and preparation
for important interviews.

How it works
Personal Affirmation
A personal statement is empowering, and encourages
people to see the best in themselves, and overcome
self-sabotaging and negative thoughts. When repeated
often enough, the person starts to believe in themselves,
and make positive changes. It can also help to mitigate
the effects of stress and anxiety.
The statement must resonate with the user, be simple and
memorable, and always be written in the present tense.
It must avoid any negative words, such as ‘can’t’ ‘won’t’
‘didn’t’ ‘never’.
Examples:
Self-belief - “Belief is my superpower! I believe I can do
what I set my heart to.”
Trust - “I can listen to myself, and trust myself and my
judgement.”
Acceptance - “I accept who I am right now, without personal criticism and judgement.”
Open Mindedness - “I keep an open mind and listen to
what others have to say.

Daily Mood Chart
Every day the user is asked
to identify their mood, from
sad, angry, happy or zing.
This creates a chart, and
enables them and their
Supporter to notice how
their mood fluctuates, and
identify the reasons why. If
there is a reason why they
are feeling bad about themselves or how others are
treating them, there is an
opportunity to tackle and
overcome these thoughts
through their personal
statement or challenging
goals.

Proud moments
So many young people
spend their lives thinking
they are not good enough,

and comparing themselves
to others. They are not
even aware of their positives because they are focussing on their negatives.
By writing their list of things
they have done that make
them proud, and constantly carrying with them and
adding to the list, they are
strengthening their sense
of pride and self belief.

Achievement Gallery
Too many times we loose
precious pictures, creations,
certificates and
memories of the things we
have achieved over the
years. The gallery enables
the Zinger and Supporter
to photograph and upload
achievements onto the gallery never to be forgotten
again and to remind the
user of all the wonderful
things they have done.

Dreams and Ambitions
Start with their dreams and
work backwards. This page
is where the user writes
their bucket list of future
dreams and ambitions, encouraging them to try new
experiences. This could
be future skills courses,
jobs, places to go, things
to make, learn or do. From
this point they can set small
step goals bringing them
closer to achieving their
dreams. This list should be
constantly added to each
time the user has a new
wish.

Resources
Once the user has a dream,
and has set goals, this page

can be used to list resources of how these dreams
can be fulfilled. This helps
them visualise their target
and make it more achievable. The resources page is
a mood board of ideas, for
example, website links, inspiring photographs, YouTube videos, online courses, books and newspaper
articles.

Gratitude
The gratitude page is where
the user is able to list all the
things that they are grateful for, and the people that
have helped and believed
in them along the way. It
teaches them to be positive
and always be appreciative
of the things they have,
and are able to do. As a
new appreciative thought
comes, the user should add
it to their list

Goals

Goals are small steps to
help reach reach dreams.
They can also be steps to
overcome a fear or limiting
belief.
Most importantly
they must be personal to
the user.
Every goal must be S.M.A.R.T
Specific - For example, don’t just say ‘I want to get fit!’ that
is too vague. Perhaps say instead ‘I want to improve my
running time’ Then list the steps needed to achieve this.
Measurable - Every goals needs to be measured. If for
example you want to improve your running time, state by
how much, and in what period of time.
Achievable - Is your goal achievable? It must be right balance of not too easy and not too challenging, but pushes
you enough to feel proud of your accomplishment. Make
sure you have everything in place to make it happen so
that nothing holds you back. If necessary start with easier
steps and gradually build them up. If its not working out,
do not give up, just adapt the target and continue.

Facts about mental health in young people
• Half of all mental illness begins by the age of 14
NHS figures show one in eight people under the age of 19 in
England have a mental health disorder
• 10% of school children aged between 5-16 have a diagnosable mental illness. In an average class of 30, 3 have a mental
health problem. (The Guardian 2017)
• Early prevention is essential, with government plans to increase funding and targeted support through schools
• Every day children and teenagers are struggling to understand how they fit into the world.
• Social Media has led to more young people comparing themselves to others, with feelings of inadequacy
• An increase in gaming in Young People has led to loss of
drive, energy and self esteem.
• In 2018, the WHO classified Gaming Disorder in its International Classification of Diseases (IDC) for the first time. This
means it will be treated on the NHS
• According to the Times newspaper 2018, 70,000 people under the age of 18 are on antidepressants
• 70 % of young people in the UK experience mental health
problems but cant access appropriate help at a sufficiently early age.(Mental health foundation 2015)
https://www.mentalhealth.org.uk/statistics/mental-health-statistics-children-and-young-people
https://www.who.int/mental_health/maternal-child/child_adolescent/en/
https://www.medicalnewstoday.com/articles/322478.php
https://www.theguardian.com/society/2018/nov/22/mental-health-disorders-on-rise-among-children-nhs-figures

Case Studies
Archie, 9
Archie wasn’t sure what made him unique. His biggest interest was playing computer games. He didn’t
know what to do with his friends if he wasn’t in front of a
screen.
Archie needed to be prepared for secondary school,
and come up with something unique to show his next
school. He worked with his Supporter and decided to
build a blog site on things to do in your free time. The
idea would be that he would try unique skills, make and
design projects, trial new places and much more. He
would then write a blog up for each experience, to inspire people his age to also try new things. This worked
fantastically well. His current goals were always what he
was working on at that particular time. His future ambitions would be things that he would take on once he
completed his current goals. The resources pages would
be filled with Youtube explaining videos, links to ‘make
it’ websites, pictures from Pinterest, links to races he
could participate in. His blog site was a fantastic success
ranging from crafts, baking, home movies, unicycling,
triathlons and much more. He is still , even now, always
focussed on what his next project may be.
Sam 10
Sam has low self esteem, and always misreads situations, leading him to feel picked on by others. He feels
he is a victim, and tends to get angry and shout out in
frustration. His Supporter helped him write his positive

affirmation to remind him to stay calm and positive. This
empowers him every time he opens the app, and helps
him cope in difficult situations.
“I am proud of who I am. I can trust and believe in myself. I am strong. Other people do not have the power
or intention to upset or wind me up. I can listen to others
opinions with an open mind, without judgment, and remain calm.”
Jake, 14
Jake is fantastic at art and design. Jakes mother takes
pride in supporting Jake by taking photos of all the incredible things he makes and uploading them onto the
gallery, and encouraging him to list his achievements
onto his proud moments list, so he can remember the
hard work he has put in over the years. She enjoys helping him find useful resources on the internet which help
him continually expand his knowledge.
Sarah, 13
Sarah had low self esteem when she started secondary school, and was struggling both academically, and
with her friendships. She was in the bottom groups for
everything. She thought she was worthless, unpopular
and unintelligent. She believed that other children were
born with academic ability, sporting ability, creative ability
and popularity, and she was not.
She worked with her Supporter, writing a list of thing that
she was proud of. She struggled at first to find things
that made her stand out. Her list included her kindness
and loyalty to others, genuine friendships, perseverance,

and being picked to represent her school in a running
race. At first, writing her list seemed like a chore.
Her Supporter asked her to choose two goals, one sport
and one academic. For sport she chose running, and
joined her local club. For academics she chose maths.
For her goals, she had to run three times a week with the
club and enter some races, plus she had to do 10-15 minutes of maths every day.
She would come home from running in tears saying she
was the slowest in the club and she felt useless. Her
Supporter insisted she give it her all and persevere.
Slowly, week by week, she got faster and faster, until
eventually she became one of the fastest runners in the
club, and was chosen for the A team to represent her
club at both National and County level, where she was
coming away with bronze, silver and gold medals. Within a month she was moved up a maths group, and then
another.
Once she finally had the belief that she could do anything
she set her mind to, her whole outlook on life changed
and she never looked back.

